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The Hospitality Industry Confronts the Global Challenge of Sustainability 
Abstract 
The third annual CHR Sustainability Roundtable continued the process begun in earlier roundtables of 
advancing the response of industry and academe to the challenges facing the hospitality industry 
regarding sustainability. Held October 29–30, 2011, at the School of Hotel Administration at Cornell 
University, the roundtable brought together representatives from several global hotel companies, service 
providers, and a diverse group of hospitality and sustainability academics and researchers. Building on 
the prior year’s discussion and research, the roundtable focused attention on specific issues of interest as 
identified by the industry. Those included the complexities of managing sustainability in numerous 
jurisdictions worldwide, across a variety of hotel types and operating levels. Roundtable participants also 
continued the discussion of how to standardize or otherwise rationalize the measurement of the many 
elements that constitute sustainability. Although sustainability programs provide value to the industry, 
another driving factor is demand from customers, particularly groups, meeting planners, and corporate 
customers. As a final goal, the roundtable served as a springboard for increasingly focused research that 
adds value to the industry’s discussion and sustainability practices. 
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eric ricaurte works to advance sustainability by helping the world’s leading global hospitality companies 
measure and report on key issues of corporate responsibility and sustainability (eer3@cornell.edu). He adds this 
to his 10 years of experience in operations and consulting for hotels, hospitality vendors, tourism operators, 
attractions, and tourism boards in Latin America. Eric is actively involved as a speaker, roundtable organizer, 
and writer in the topic of sustainability within the hotel industry. Eric’s research focuses on standardizing 
sustainability measurement within hospitality and tourism, beginning as a finalist in the Hotel School’s student 
research competition in 2001 for his paper titled, “Carbon sequestration, offsetting, and trading, and their 
relation to travel and tourism.” Eric holds a Bachelor of Science from the Cornell School of Hotel Administration 
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David Jerome: The hospitality industry faces an increasingly complex 


















































Frank DiSalvo: We need to find ways to increase hospitality company 
associates’ awareness of sustainability.
Mark Millstein: other businesses have worked out industry-wide 
standards, but the hospitality industry so far hasn't done this.






















































































Paul Hildreth: Finding a common set of sustainability measurements is 































































Howard Chong and Vanessa Choy: J.d. power and 
Associates data shows hotel guests' increased 
sustainability expectations.
Bennett Thomas: Changing 















































































Michael Giebelhausen: if room rates are roughly the same, hotel guests 
will choose the green-labeled hotel.
Walker Lunn: hotels should adopt 
green policies as standard 






































































Jennifer Bauchner: guests are looking for companies that have a 
purpose.
Susan Robertson: Associations’ meeting planners are incorporating 
























































































Roger Simon: Meeting planners and hotels can use checklists to help 






































































Tedd Saunders: The hospitality industry will need to monitor future 
trends in resource use.
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